Abstract. We classify the Markov traces factoring through the Birman-Wenzl-Murakami (BMW) algebras. For this purpose, we define a common 'cover' for the two variations of the BMW-algebra originating from the quantum orthogonal/symplectic duality, which are responsible for the so-called 'Dubrovnik' variation of the Kauffman polynomial. For generic values of the defining parameters of the BMW algebra, this cover is isomorphic to the BMW algebra itself, and this fact provides a shorter defining relation for it, in the generic case. For a certain 1-dimensional family of special values however, it is a non-trivial central extension of the BMW-algebra which induces a central extension of the Temperley-Lieb algebra. Inside this 1-dimensional family, exactly two values provide possibly additional Q-valued Markov traces. We describe both of these potential traces on the (extended) Temperley-Lieb subalgebra. While we only conjecture the existence of one of them, we prove the existence of the other by introducing a central extension of the Iwahori-Hecke algebra at q = −1 for an arbitrary Coxeter system, and by proving that this extension indeed admits an exotic Markov trace. These constructions provide several natural non-vanishing Hochschild cohomology classes on these classical algebras.
1. Introduction 1.1. Context. When the Jones and Homfly polynomial appeared, they were first described as Markov traces on the group algebra of the braid group, and therefore as invariants of oriented links produced by the virtue of Markov theorem. Indeed this theorem says that an invariant of oriented links is the same thing as a Markov trace on the tower of the group algebra of the braid group. This approach has had a great descent, on the existence of quantum invariants originating from a quantum trace, in the study of Markov traces on generalized Hecke algebras, and the Khovanov homology in more recent years has a description in terms of Soergel bimodules that can be seen as part of the same thread of thinking.
On the other hand, the construction of its cousin the Kauffman polynomial has a very different story. Indeed this polynomial was first described as an invariant of regular isotopy by way of unoriented skein relations, and then turned into an invariant of (oriented) links by twisting the invariant of regular isotopy of the underlying unoriented link by the writhe of the link. This approach was shown to be also applicable to the Jones polynomial (and later on used in the definition of Khovanov homology) through the Kauffman bracket, whose description involves unoriented skein relations.
Conversely, there has been very soon an attempt to describe the Kauffman polynomial in terms of Markov traces. This lead to the definition, independently by Murakami and Birman-Wenzl, of the BMW-algebra. This algebra however, in spite of the quantum moto describing both the Hecke and BMW algebra as 'quantizations' of the symmetric group and of the Brauer algebra respectively, and therefore as quantizations of the centralizer algebras of the tensor powers of the standard modules of the most classical Lie algebras sl n and so n /sp n , never reached the level of recognition of the Hecke algebra. As a sample test for a not so nice behavior, a completely satisfactory 'categorification' is still lacking, and the known generalizations of this algebra to other Coxeter or complex reflection groups have flatness issues (as modules over the natural ring attached to this context). The most natural description of the BMW-algebra is probably as an algebra of unoriented tangle diagrams, following the original work of Kauffman. Then, BM W n can be described as an homomorphic image of the group algebra of the braid group, by converting a given braid into a nonoriented tangle. Describing the kernel of this map as a finite set of meaningful relations presenting BM W n as a quotient is the next natural goal. Following the insight given by the tangle picture, relations on 2 strands are easily found to be given by a cubic relation (s i − a)(s i − b)(s i − c) on the Artin generators, hence BM W n belongs to the family of cubic quotients of the group algebra of the braid group B n . In the sequel we will denote x = b + c and y = bc since most definitions involving the BMW-algebras are symmetric in b, c (but not in a, b, c !). We will also assume x = 0 which is necessary in order to express the elementary tangles e i as linear combinations of braids. As opposed to the quadratic quotients, for which the Hecke algebra provides a universal finite-dimensional model, the 'cubic Hecke algebra' does not enjoy universal finiteness properties, because the factor group B n /s 3 i is infinite for n ≥ 6. There are thus additional relations on 3 strands, and it turns out that these relations on 3 strands are enough to define the BM W n algebras for every single n.
1.2.
Presentation. The origin of this work was the apparently innocent question to determine whether the 'Kauffman trace', that is the Markov trace affording the Kauffman polynomial, was indeed the only Markov trace factoring through the BMW-algebra (in addition to the one factoring to the smaller Hecke algebra quotient). When we tried to answer this question, we faced another problem. First of all, it is well-known that there are two variations of the Kauffman polynomial, one of them having been given the name of the city of Dubrovnik. These two variations can be seen as Markov traces, after specialization of the parameters a, b, c, subject to a polynomial relation a = bc or a = −bc. But they are not Markov trace on the same BMW-algebra ! More precisely, although the two relevant BMW-algebras are isomorphic as algebras, they are a priori not the same quotient of the group algebra of the braid group. Indeed, the additional relation on 3 strands involves a, b, c and depends on whether a = bc or a = −bc. Viewing the BMW-algebras as centralizer algebras for quantum groups actions, these two specializations correspond to the difference between the orthogonal and symplectic groups (see the end of §3).
Because of this, we tried to dig deeper into the defining relations of the BMW-algebras. When translated into braid words, the usual additional relation (in both cases), relating e i s j e i and e i for |i − j| = 1, involves 12 terms. We use another relation, that relates s −1 j e i s −1 j and s i e j s i , involving only 6 terms when expanded into braid words, which holds inside both BMWalgebras, and which is enough to ensure the finiteness of the dimension. Because of this, we can define a finite-dimensional 'cover' of the two BMW-algebras involved in the computation of the Kauffman polynomial, as well as the ortho-symplectic quantum invariants, that we call BM W n .
From this we get a satisfying algebraic setup to explore the possible Markov traces for every single value of the parameters. We prove that, for generic values of the parameters, this cover is actually isomorphic to the usual BMW-algebras, thus providing in these cases an even simpler definition (as a quotient of the group algebra of B n ) of the BMW-algebras (see propositions 4.4 and 4.5). However, for generic values satifying a 2 = y, we find that BM W 3 has one dimension more than expected.
Concerning Markov traces we first get (proposition 5.5) that, when a 2 = y 2 and a 2 = y (and actually : also when a 2 = y and a 2 = y 2 , see proposition 5.7), the only Markov trace factoring through BM W n is the Ocneanu trace, defined on the Hecke algebra quotient.
We specialize to the situation a 2 = y 2 . Then, we have in addition the Kauffman trace. When y = 1, we prove that the only Markov traces factoring through our algebra lead either to the Kauffman polynomial or to the Homfly polynomial, and that this algebra is actually isomorphic to the usual BMW-algebra. When y = 1, that is when a 2 = y 2 and a 2 = y, we have first to exclude a very degenerate case, x = −2a, for which there is an infinite number of Markov traces, namely the ones factoring the group algebra of the symmetric group (see proposition 5.10) ; it is well-known that these ones detect only the number of components of the links. In the general case y = 1, we get an additional Markov trace t † † n that basically provides the parity of the number of components of the link. These 3 Markov traces exhaust all possible traces, and are linearly independent one from the other, for generic x. The special values for which this does not hold, besides x = −2a, are x = a and x = 2a.
In order to understand what happens in these two special cases, we provide a description of the algebra BM W n when specialized at a 2 = y = 1. For this we define by generators and relations an algebra over Q[a, x, x −1 ]/(a 2 − 1) that we denote F n . It is a free module of rank 1 more than the dimension of BM W n (corollary 6.6) and it can be viewed as a central extension of BM W n by a 1-dimensional ideal spanned by some element that we call C. This element squares to 0, and therefore the extension cannot split, precisely when x = a and x = 2a. We prove that it is indeed the specialization we want of BM W n , as soon as x = −2a (theorem 6.8), while the specialization of BM W n for the case x = −2a provides a larger algebra, of which we provide a partly conjectural description (see section 6.8) . Finally, we use the structure of F n to check that the space of Markov traces factoring through F n has dimension at most 3 : there is at most one way to find an additional Markov trace in the special cases x = a and x = 2a.
In passing, we deduce from the existence of F n a similar central extension T L n of the Temperley-Lieb algebra, which is a subalgebra of F n . We find natural (diagrammatic) interpretations of the two (potential) additional Markovs trace when restricted to this subalgebra. Finally, we manage to construct the expected additional Markov trace in the case x = 2a by constructing a central extension of the classical Hecke algebra.
More generally, we prove that, for an arbitrary Coxeter system (W, S), the usual IwahoriHecke algebra at q = −1 has a natural non-split central extension, of dimension 1+#W if W is finite, and that there existes a Markov trace on this algebra when W = S n (see theorems 6.22 and 6.27 ). This Markov trace provides what we need. The case x = a remains conjectural, although we are confident that the corresponding invariant exists. We guess that an algebraic proof of the existence of the Kauffman trace similar to the one that Jones provided for the Ocneanu trace should be easy to generalize to our central extension. However it appears that no one provided such a proof yet, and finding such a proof seems to us to be quite more tricky than the Hecke algebra case.
1.3. Organisation of the paper. The plan of the paper is as follows. In §2 we compile a few results on the 'cubic Hecke algebra' on 3 strands, namely the quotient of the group algebra of B 3 by a generic cubic relations (s i − a)(s i − b)(s i − c) = 0. The finite-dimensionality as well as the symmetric algebra structure of this algebra is a crucial tool in the sequel. In §3 and §4 we explore the algebraic structure of the BMW-algebra, and define a suitable cover of its two avatars appearing in the construction of the Kauffman polynomial. This provides a suitable setting for studying the Markov traces, and we do this in §5. Inside §5, we rediscover the classical Markov traces, and describe an additional one when y = a 2 = 1. We prove there that these exhaust all possible traces, except when x = a or x = 2a. In §6 we introduce our central extensions of the BMW-algebra, Hecke algebras and Temperley-Lieb algebras. We define two additional traces on these extended Temperley-Lieb algebra, and one on the extended Hecke algebra. Finally, §7 is devoted to the exploration of the link invariants obtained in this way. We show that the additional trace for y = a 2 = 1 simply counts the parity of the number of components of the link, and we tabulate the two special ones, for which an interpretation is lacking.
Because of the large number of specializations that we are using, we provide here a table of the various rings involved in the paper, as a common place for reference. The second table provide a list of the main algebras used in the paper, together with the rings involved in their definition.
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Preliminaries on the cubic Hecke algebras on 3 strands
In order to insure the coherence of notations with the forthcoming sections, we let
although all the results of the present section are actually already valid with
We let H n denote the R-algebra defined as the quotient of the group algebra RB n of the braid group on n strands by the relations (s i − a)(s i − b)(s i − c) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 or, equivalently -since each s i is conjugated to s 1 -by the relation (s 1 − a)(s 1 − b)(s 1 − c) = 0. It is known that H n is a free R-module of finite rank for n ≤ 5 (see [15] ). More precisely, for n = 3, one may excerpt from [15] the following result (see also [3, 6, 17] for related statements).
Proposition 2.1.
(i)
The algebra H 3 is a free H 2 -module of rank 8, with basis the elements 1, s 2 , s
The algebra H 3 is a free R-module of rank 24, with basis the elements
Proof. From [15] theorem 3.2 we know that H 3 is generated as a H 2 -module by the 8 elements on the first statement. Since H 2 is spanned by 1, s 1 , s −1 1 it follows that H 3 is generated as a H 3 -module by the 24 elements of the second statement. Since Γ 3 has 24 elements and by an a argument of [4] (see also [16] , proposition 2.4 (1)) it follows that these 24 elements are a basis over R of H 3 . It readily follows that the 8 original elements provide a basis of H 3 as a H 2 -module.
A consequence is that H 3 is a free deformation of the group algebra RΓ 3 , where Γ n denotes the quotient of the braid group by the relations s 3 i = 1, and H 3 becomes isomorphic to it after extension of scalars to the algebraic closure K of the field of fractions K of R. Actually, one has the stronger result H 3 ⊗ R K KΓ 3 , because the irreducible representations of KH 3 are absolutely irreducible.
We will use the following explicit matrix models for the representations, which are basically the same which were obtained in [3] , §5B. We endow {a, b, c} with the total order a < b < c. We denote (i) S α for α ∈ {a, b, c} the 1-dimensional representation s 1 , s 2 → α (ii) U α,β for α, β ∈ {a, b, c} with α < β the 2-dimensional representation
We note the important feature that these representations are actually defined over R. As a consequence, these formulas provide an explicit embedding
and the RHS is easy to identify with R 24 as a R-module.
For an algebra A, we let [A, A] denote the submodule spanned by the ab − ba for a, b ∈ A. ii) The linear form t 0 : H 3 → R defined by t 0 (1) = 1 and t 0 (g) = 0 for all g ∈ B 0 \ {1} is a (nondegenerate) symmetrizing form for H 3 .
Proof. It was checked in [3] §4B that the linear span of B 0 (actually of the image of B 0 under the anti-automorphism s i → s i , see [15] as a linear combination of 1, s i and s 2 i . This proves (1). Using the explicit injective morphism Φ : H 3 → R 3 × M 2 (R) 3 × M 3 (R) above, calculations inside H 3 are easy, and we can explicitely check that (x, y) → t 0 (xy) is indeed a symmetrizing trace, more precisely that the matrix t 0 (b i b j ) for b i ∈ B 0 (resp. B 1 ) is a symmetric matrix with determinant −(abc) 54 (resp. −(abc) 2 ), which belongs to R × .
Because of the proposition, it is possible to apply the theory of Geck's 'Schur elements' (see e.g. [7] ) to H 3 , that is to determine elements p χ ∈ R attached to each of the irreducible representations χ of H 3 ⊗ K such that t 0 = χ 1 pχ tr χ where tr χ denotes the matrix trace attached to the irreductible representation χ of H 3 ⊗ K. Once convenient matrix models as well as an explicit description of t 0 are known, it is a simple matter to determine them. These elements were already determined in [13] .
The one attached to S a is
a 4 bc and the one to V is p V = bc + a 2 ab + c 2 ac + b 2 a 2 c 2 b 2 By this theory of Schur elements (see [7] theorem 7.2.6) we have that, for each morphism ϕ : R → k for k a field, H 3 ⊗ ϕ k is semisimple if and only if ϕ(p χ ) = 0 for all irreducible representation χ of H 3 . Another related computation that can be found in [17] is that the discriminant of the trace form of the regular representation of H 3 , that is to say of the action of H 3 on itself by left multiplication, is
From this computation of Schur elements we get the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4. Let R 1 be a domain, and ϕ : R → R 1 a morphism of rings such that ϕ(p χ ) = 0 for all the irreducible representation χ of H 3 . Then the induced map
is injective.
Proof. Let k denote an algebraic closure of the fraction field of R 1 . By the remarks above we get the semisimplicity of H 3 ⊗ ϕ k and, by Tits deformation theorem, that
Moreover (see [7] theorem 7.4.6), the 'decomposition map' between H 3 ⊗ K and H 3 ⊗ ϕ k induces an isomorphism between simple modules, which implies that the morphism that we consider Φ H 3 ⊗ ϕ :
morphism from H 3 ⊗ ϕ k to the sum of the matrix algebras associated to its simple modules. Because H 3 ⊗ ϕ k is semisimple, this morphism is indeed an isomorphism. Since H 3 is free over R 1 the conclusion follows.
Let M be a R-module. Since the natural map H 2 → H 3 is injective, we can identify H 2 with a R-subalgebra of H 3 .
For M a R-module, we let M T n (M ) be the R-module of R-linear maps t : H n → M such that t(xy) = t(yx) for all x, y ∈ H n , and such that t(xs n−1 ) = t(xs −1 n−1 ), for all x in the image of the natural morphism H n−1 → H n . 
2 ). By proposition 2.2 it follows that the map 
2 ). Now, since H 2 is spanned by 1, s 1 , s −1 1 , the R-module spanned by the xs 2 − xs
2 , hence t clearly vanishes on it.
3. Two BMW algebras as quotients of the braid groups
There are two variants of the Birman-Wenzl-Murakami algebras, one which can be defined over S + , the other one over S − . Usually, they are defined as a algebras over Q[α, α −1 , q, q −1 , (q ± q −1 ) −1 ], by generators σ 1 , . . . , σ n−1 , braid relations between the σ i 's, and three series of relations involving the additional elements
i+1 e i = αe i That these relations are enough to present the algebra originally introduced in [1] was shown in [20] . A classical remark is that, using conjugating properties inside the braid group, these three series of relations are equivalent to the three relations
A slightly more convenient presentation for our purposes is to replace the generators σ i by s i = α −1 σ i . The formulas above become
and (i) s 1 e 1 = α −2 e 1 (ii) e 1 s 2 e 1 = e 1 (iii) e 1 s −1 2 e 1 = e 1 A classical consequence of the first relation is that s 1 and, therefore, all the s i 's, satisfy a cubic relation, and more precisely
It follows that this algebra is actually defined over
which is isomorphic to
Using this isomorphism, we get that
and the defining relations become, in addition of the braid relations,
2 e 1 = e 1 and thus BM W ± n appears as the quotient of H n ⊗ S S ± by the ideal generated by two elements S ± and S ± , namely e 1 s 2 e 1 −e 1 and e 1 s −1 2 e 1 −e 1 . Notice that each of these elements, expressed in the s i 's, is a linear combination of 12 terms originating from the braid group. We call these the two 12-terms defining relations of the BMW algebras. In this setting, the classical definition of the BMW algebras can be formulated as follows.
. We let x = b + c, y = bc. We recall the following easy consequences of the cubic relation and of the definition of e i :
We first prove that, if x − a is made invertible, then these two 12-terms relations are equivalent, in other words that the defining ideal is generated by either one of these two relations.
Proof. We need to prove that the two relations e 1 s Altogether, this yields
whence the conclusion.
Recall that, inside BM W ± n , we have a = ±y. Using again e i = as −1 i ±s i x ∓ 1 and a = ±y on both sides one gets the conclusion by straightforward computation.
Finally, following the method of Birman and Wenzl in [1] , we define Markov traces t ± n : BM W ± n → S ± by their images on words in the σ i s, by closing the braid corresponding to it and applying the Kauffman invariant of links, in its original or Dubrovnik variation (see [11] ). We recall that this is done by applying the skein relations of Figure 1 , starting from the additional conventional choice that the trivial knot diagram is mapped to 1, and then multiply by α r where r is the writhe of the diagram, namely the number of crossings of the original braid (in other terms, the image of the abelianization morphism : B n → Z which maps σ i → 1). In particular, we have t ± n (s 1 . . . s n−1 ) = 1, and Figure 1 . Skein relations for the Kauffman polynomial of unoriented links
The fact that the value of such a trace on braids lies inside the S ± is a consequence of the following probably classical lemma.
Proof. Let L be the closure of the braid β, and − → D an oriented link diagram representing it. We prove more generally that, for an oriented link diagram − → D, the value of the Kauffman invariant
We do this by a double induction, first on the number of crossings, and then, the number of crossings being fixed, on the minimal number of crossings needed to be changed in order to get a diagram representing a trivial link. If − → D represents a trivial link with r components, we have
Otherwise, by choosing a suitable crossing we can apply the first relation of Figure 1 
Since the parity of the writhe only depends on the number of crossings the conclusion follows by induction.
More precisely, this lemma shows that the value of t ± n on such a braid belongs to the subalgebra of S ± generated by α −2 = a and α −1 (q ± q −1 ) = b + c = x as well as their inverses.
If z = q ± q −1 , this subalgebra may also be seen as the fixed subalgebra of Q[α,
fixed by the involutive automorphism α → −α, z → −z.
Using the skein relations one gets in particular the following formula (which is the value of the Kauffman polynomial on the figure-eight knot 4 1 ).
In terms of quantum groups, these two variants of the BMW algebras have their origin in the disctinction between the symplectic and orthogonal groups acting on their standard Table 1 . Eigenvalues of the braid action module. Indeed, let V denote the finite dimensional complex vector space acted upon by the isometry group G of some non-degenerate bilinear form. We assume G is split and fix a Cartan subalgebra of its Lie algebra g, and use Bourbaki conventions and notations for the weights (see [2] ). Then V is a fundamental module of highest weight 1 . Then, Figure 2 represents the graph corresponding to the relation x → y meaning 'y appears as a constituent in x ⊗ V ' (which turns out to be a symmetric relation because V is selfdual), and therefore is also the Bratteli diagram of the tower of centralizers algebra, which are well-known to be the algebras of Brauer diagrams. The difference between the orthogonal and symplectic case is that S 2 V = 1 + V (2 1 ) in the former case, while Λ 2 V = 1 + V ( 2 ) in the latter -where V (λ) denotes the highest weight module corresponding to λ, and 1 = V (0) is the trivial representation.Therefore, the quantum representation of the braid group obtained by monodromy of the KZ 1-form
is such that the spectrum {ã,b,c} of the Artin generators is given in table 1 with q = e h/2(m−2) , m = dim V in the orthogonal case, m = − dim V in the symplectic case (recall that Ω ij is the action on the tensor factors in position
. . is an orthonormal basis of g w.r.t. the Killing form). Renormalizing the eigenvalues by the formula x =xq 1−m , we get that a = −bc in the orthogonal case, while a = bc in the symplectic case. Therefore the algebras BM W + n and BM W − n corresponds to the symplectic and orthogonal groups, respectively. Moreover, a is specialized to ∓q 2(1−m) .
4.
A universal cover for the two BMW algebras, and a shorter defining relation
. In all what follows, Q could be replaced by Z[ 1 2 ] without damage ; however the invertibility of 2 is crucial at several steps. Indeed, the BMW-algebras in characteristic 2 present very specific features (see [5] for results in this direction). For n ≥ 3, we let I n denote the ideal of H n generated by the elements
i , and that each R i is conjugated to R 1 inside H n . As a consequence I n is generated as an ideal by R 1 .
We also note that R i actually has coefficients in
] with y = bc, x = b + c, and R i has coefficients in R ε 0 . The relation R i can thus be written
or (see Figure 3 )
. Thus, R i implies the following relation R i :
(ii) If we abuse notations by letting BM W n also denote the image of BM W n inside BM W n+1 under the natural morphism s i → s i , we have
(iii) For all n, BM W n is a finitely generated R-module. Proof. The defining relation of H n (b, c) is s 2 i = xs i − y, and
i+1 . From ys
, which proves (i). We prove (ii) by induction, with BM W 1 = R, the case n = 1 being trivially true, as BM W 2 is spanned over R by 1, s 1 , s −1
1 . The method is now similar to the one used in [5] 
It is a BM W n -submodule of BM W n+1 containing 1, so we only need to prove s n U ⊂ U . We have s n BM W n ⊂ U , so we need to prove s n BM W n s ±1 n BM W n ⊂ U , and actually only
n is equal to
It is thus sufficient to prove that s n s
This follows from relation R n , and proves (ii) by induction. (iii) is a trivial consequence of (ii).
Inside BM W n ⊗ R S and S we introduce the following elements Proof. The fact that e 2 i =δx −1 e i is a straightforward computation using the cubic relation and the definition of e i . Using the definition of e i , s −1 i+1 e i s −1 i+1 = y −2 s i e i+1 s i is a rewriting of the defining relation R i , which proves the first claim. The fact that these relations provide a presentation of BM W n follows from the fact that e i s i = ae i , e 2 i = δe i (with δ =δ/x) together with the relation between e i and s i implies the cubic relation on s i , and then again s
It is thus possible to depict elements of BM W n ⊗ R S as diagrams in a similar flavour as the elements of the usual BM W algebras (see Figure 4 ).
For the sequel we need to compute the image of R 1 inside the various representations of H 3 . We get that S b , S c , U b,c , V all map R 1 to 0, while
, where k denotes any algebraically closed field containing k. Proposition 4.4. For all n, BM W n ⊗ K is a semisimple algebra whose numerical invariant is the same as BM W + n . In particular it has dimension 1.3.5. . . . .(2n + 1). Proof. Let ψ : R → S + [λ ±1 ] be the algebra morphism defined by a → λbc, b → λb, c → λc. We define a surjective morphism
] which maps σ i → λs i , where σ i is the i-th Artin generator of the braid group B n . It is straightforward to check that this morphism factorizes according to the following diagram, where the map
LetK the field of fractions of S + [λ ±1 ]. From this factorisation we get surjective morphisms
is the ideal generated by the image of F 3 under the natural morphism H 3 ⊗ ψK → H n ⊗ ψK , and similarly the kernel G n of H n ⊗ ψK → BM W n ⊗ ψK is generated by the image of G 3 under the natural morphism H 3 ⊗ ψK → H n ⊗ ψK . In order to prove that the morphism BM W n ⊗ ψK → BM W + n ⊗ S +K is an isomorphism, it is thus sufficient to check that BM W + 3 ⊗ S +K and BM W 3 ⊗ ψK have the same dimension. Since BM W + 3 is free of rank 15 over S + we need to show that BM W 3 ⊗ ψK has dimension 15. For example because of the computation of the Schur elements, we know by section 2 that H 3 ⊗ ψK is semisimple, and isomorphic to a direct sum of matrix algebras. Because of this, the ideal generated by an element is uniquely determined by the collection of simple modules on which it vanishes. Because of the calculations above we know that this element is nonzero exactly on U a,c , U b,c , S a . It follows that the ideal has dimension 1+2×2 2 = 9 hence the dimension of BM W 3 ⊗ ψK is 24−9 = 15, as required.
We thus proved that BM W n ⊗ ψK is semisimple, because BM W + n ⊗ S +K is so, and that these twoK-algebras have the same numerical invariant. Now notice thatK = Q(λ, b, c) is isomorphic to K = Q(a, b, c) under the isomorphisms
This isomorphism τ betweenK and K can be extended to an isomorphism between their algebraic closures k,k.
and the conclusion follows.
We let R = R/(a 2 − (bc) 2 ) = R/(a 2 − y 2 ), R ± = R/(a ∓ y), and S = S/(a 2 − (bc) 2 ) = S/(a 2 − y 2 ), S ± = S/(a ∓ y). By the Chinese Reminder Theorem we have
From the preceding section we know that we have natural R-algebra morphisms BM W n → BM W ± n , hence a R-algebra morphism
In other words, if (bc − 1) is assumed to be invertible, then the 6 terms relation that we introduce here imply the defining 12 terms relations of the BMW algebras, and thus we can use it to get a simpler definition of the BMW algebras as quotients of the group algebra of the braid group.
Recall that the standard (12 terms) generators of the defining ideal of BM W + n are
1 + 1 and that the corresponding generators of the defining ideal of BM W − n are
, so we only need to prove that the natural maps
n ⊗ R ± S ± are isomorphisms of S ± -algebras. For n = 2 this is clearly true, so we can assume n ≥ 3.
By definition, BM W + n ⊗ S + S + is the quotient of H n ⊗ S S + by the ideal generated by S. The claim thus amounts to saying that S is contained inside the twosided ideal of H n ⊗ S S + generated by R 1 . This claim is substantiated by the next lemma, which concludes the proof of the proposition. Lemma 4.6. Inside H 3 ⊗ R R + , we have
Inside H 3 ⊗ R R − , we have
Proof. In order to check equalities in H 3 ⊗ R R ± , we use the map
, which is injective by lemma 2.4, and check by direct computation that both sides are equal.
We add a comment on how we got the equalities of lemma 4.6, inside the algebra
. First of all, the images of both S ± and R are 0 on two of the 1-dimensional factors, on the factor M 3 (R ± ), and on two of the factors M 2 (R ± ). In order to get an expression of S ± inside the ideal generated by R 1 , we only need to consider the map
. Moreover, because R 1 and S have coefficients in R ε , we can restrict ourselves to consider the map H 3 ⊗ R R ± → End(S ±bc ) ⊕ End(U ±bc,c ) and look for a linear combination with coefficients in R ε ± of terms of the form gR 1 g with g, g elements of the braid group. Now, a direct computation shows that the image of S as well as of R 1 s 2 inside End(S ±bc,b ) are matrices of the form * 0 * 0 . Taking into account their images in S ±bc , which belong to Q(x, y) = Q(b, c) ε , and because Q(b, c) 2 Q(x, y) 4 as a Q(x, y)-vector space, we get that S ± and the elements of H 3 R 1 s 2 are uniquely determined by their image into a 5-dimensional vector space over Q(x, y).
By multiplying R 1 s 2 on the left by suitable elements of H 3 one readily gets a basis of this vector space, namely R 1 s 2 , s
Expressing the image of S ± in this basis we get the linear combinations of the lemma.
SinceS/(y − 1) =S/(a 2 − y) = S † /(a 2 − y 2 ) with S † = S/(a 2 − y), the special case a 2 = y = 1 is a consequence of the study of the algebra BM W for n = 3, 4, 5. Note however that this formula is not valid for n = 2. We leave the general case open.
Finally, we notice the following fact. Let η ∈ Aut(R) be defined by a → −a, b → −b, c → −c. The fixed subring of R is denoted R η . It is straightforward to check that there is an involutive automorphism of R η -algebraÊ of H n mapping s i → −s i and acting as η on elements of R. One checks easily thatÊ(R i ) = −R i ,Ê(S + ) = −S − ,Ê(S − ) = −S + . As a consequence we get the following. Proposition 4.9. There is an automorphism E of the R η -algebra BM W n defined by r → η(r) for r ∈ R and s i → −s i . It induces an automorphism E of BM W n ⊗ R S exchanging BM W + n and BM W − n . The automorphism of proposition 4.9 relates the traces t + n and t − n , as we will see in corollary 5.4 below.
Traces on BM W n
By definition, a Markov trace on the tower of algebras ( BM W n ) n≥1 with values in a fixed R-module M is a sequence (t n ) n≥1 of R-linear maps t n = BM W n → M which are traces on each BM W n (that is, t n (xy) = t n (yx) for x, y ∈ BM W n ) and which satisfy the Markov conditions t n+1 (ι n (x)s ±1 n ) = t n (x) for each x ∈ BM W n , where ι n denotes the natural map ι n : BM W n → BM W n+1 . We let (t H n ) denote the Markov trace induced by the Ocneanu trace on the Hecke algebra H n (b, c) through the factorization of proposition 4.2 (i), normalized by t H 1 (1) = 1.
General inductive properties. The following proposition is a corollary of proposition 4.2 (ii).
Proposition 5.1. For all n ≥ 2, t n+1 is uniquely determined by t n and t n+1 (1).
Proof. In the sequel, we abuse notations by letting BM W r denote the image of BM W r inside BM W n+1 . We prove that, for all r ≤ n+1, t n+1 is uniquely determined by t n and by its value on BM W r . The case r = 1 is the statement of the proposition, since BM W 1 = R. We prove this by descending induction on r, the case r = n + 1 being trivial. Because of proposition 4.2 (ii) we know that
. Conjugating by (s 1 s 2 . . . s n ) n−r maps s ±1 r to s n and x, y to elements x , y of BM W n . This yields t n+1 (yxs ±1 r ) = t n+1 (y x s ±1 n ) = t n (y x ). This proves that t n+1 is determined by t n and by its restriction to BM W r . The conclusion follows by induction.
Then (t n ) is uniquely determined by t 1 (1) and t 2 (1).
Proof. In view of the previous proposition, it is sufficient to prove that, for all n ≥ 2, t n+1 (1) is determined by t n . We have that R n−1 belongs to
n−1 , the Markov property implies that (b+c)t n+1 (s 2 n−1 − (bc) 2 s −2 n ) is determined by t n . It is straightforward to check that, because of the cubic relation,
a (a 2 − bc).1 plus a linear combination of s n−1 , s −1 n−1 , s n , s −1 n , on which the value of t n+1 is clearly determined by t n . It follows that (b + c) 2 (a 2 − bc)t n+1 (1) is uniquely determined by t n , and the conclusion follows.
We may compare this statement with the stronger assertion one has on BM W + n . Proposition 5.3. If (T n : BM W + n → S + ) is a Markov trace, then it is uniquely determined by T 1 (1) and T 2 (1).
Proof.
, we get that T n+1 (1) is indeed determined by T n and the conclusion follows.
We first prove that the RHS defines a Markov trace on BM W + n , with values in S + . We denote T n this RHS. We clearly have T n (λβ) = λT n (β), T n (α + β) = T n (α) + T n (β) and T n (αβ) = T n (βα) for all braids α, β ∈ BM W + n and scalar λ ∈ S + , and also
. By the proposition above we first need to prove that T 2 (1) = t + 2 (1) and
Since η(δ
(1) and T 2 (s 1 ) = 1 = t + 2 (s 1 ), and the conclusion follows.
This corollary proves that the 'natural' diagram below is commutative only up to a sign depending on n.
Restrictions to 3 strands, and the Ocneanu trace. We recall that the notation M T 3 (M ) was defined in section 2. We note that
Proof. Let t ∈ M T 3 (M ) factorizing though BM W 3 . With the notations of proposition 2.5 we write t = αe * 1 + βe * 2 + γe * 3 + δe * 4 . By direct calculation, we check that the equation t(R 1 s 1 ) = 0 means
and, since y is invertible, this proves that t is determined by α, β and γ, meaning that t is uniquely determined by t(1), t(s 1 ) and t(s 1 s 2 ), which proves (i). Similarly, we get that t(s
and t(R 1 ) = 0 means
which easily implies (ii)-(iv).
Corollary 5.6. Let (t n ) be a Markov trace factoring through ( BM W n ) with values in M . If x(a 2 − y 2 ) and x 2 (a 2 − y) are invertible in M then (t n ) is a multiple of (t H n ) composed with some morphism R → M .
Proof. Immediate consequence of (iv) together with proposition 5.2.
is a scalar multiple of the composite of t H n with some morphism R → M and with
Proof. Inside S † [(y − 1) −1 ] we have a 2 − y 2 = y(1 − y), hence by proposition 5.5 (ii) we have that t 3 is uniquely determined by t 3 (1) and t 3 (s 1 s 2 ), and more precisely the equation
It follows that t • n (1) = 0, and the claim follows by induction because of proposition 5.1.
The Kauffman trace.
Recall that we defined in §3 two Markov traces t ± n : BM W ± n → S ± . Using the Chinese Remainder Theorem isomorphism S S + ⊕ S − they can be patched together into a Markov trace BM W n ⊗ R S → S, which extends to a Markov trace t K n :
Note that the value of t K 3 ((s 1 s
−1
2 ) 2 ) define before indeed matches this new definition, because of the computation of the Kauffman invariant of the figure-eight knot we did in section 3.
Proposition 5.8. Let t n be the composite of t n with M → M ⊗ R S[(a 2 − y) −1 ]. Then (t n ) is a linear combination of the composites of t H n and t K n with some morphism
Proof. By proposition 5.2 we know that t n is uniquely determined by t 1 (1) = t 3 (s 1 s 2 ) and t 2 (1) = t 3 (s 1 ). It is thus sufficient to show that t H 3 and t K 3 induce a basis of (S[(a 2 − y) s 1 s 2 ), t 3 (s 1 )) . The corresponding 2 × 2 matrix has for determinant
x , and this concludes the proof. Remark 5.9. It is well-known that both the Kauffman polynomial and the HOMFLYPT polynomial both specialize to the Jones polynomial (see e.g. [12] p. 180). It could have been expected that this coincidence would have appeared in the previous proposition. It clearly does not, since any specialized value of the invariants defined by our traces t H n and t K n cannot coincide on the 2-components unlink (we always have δ H = δ K ). What happens is that, according to [12] proposition 16.6, the trace t K n provides the Jones polynomial when specialized to α = −t −3 
5.4.
An additional trace when y = a 2 = 1. Let S † † = S/(a 2 − 1, y − 1) = S † /(a 2 − y 2 ) = S/(a 2 − y), and BM W † † n = BM W n ⊗ R S † † . We first deal with the very special case x = −2a.
Proposition 5.10. Let (x n ) n≥1 denote a sequence with values in some S † † -module satisfying (x + 2a)M = 0. Then there exists a Markov trace (t X n ) on ( BM W n ) with values in M such that, for every braid g, t X n (g) = x #ĝ , whereĝ denotes the closure of the braid g and #L denotes the number of components of the link L. Moreover, every Markov trace on ( BM W n ) with values in M is of that form.
Proof. We first note that the relations (s i − a)(s 2 i + 2as i + 1) = (s i − a)(s i + a) 2 = (s 2 i − 1)(s i + a) = 0 hold true in M . Therefore, the action of BM W † † n on M factors through the group algebra Q[a]/(a 2 − 1)S n of the symmetric group. Moreover, the natural map
where H n is the cubic Hecke algebra defined by (s 2 i − 1)(s i + a) = 0, is clearly surjective, and R 1 is easily checked to map to 0. Therefore,
We show that there exists a Markov trace (t X n ) on ((Q[a]/(a 2 − 1))S n ) fulfilling the conditions of the statement. Since the formula t X n (g) = x #ĝ clearly defines an invariant of links, and therefore a Markov trace on the tower of algebras of the braid groups, it is sufficient to prove that t X n vanishes on the defining ideal of Q[a]/(a 2 − 1)S n for any given n. This ideal is the linear span of the As 2 i B − AB for A, B two arbitrary braids on n strands. Since the closures of As 2 i B and AB have the same number of components, we indeed get that (t X n ) is a well-defined Markov trace on ( BM W n ). Since t X n (1) = x n , the fact that all Markov traces are obtained this way is a consequence of proposition 5.1.
We can now state a general statement.
Proposition 5.11.
(i) There exists a Markov trace (t † † n ) on BM W n with values in S † † , given by t † † n (β) = a n ψ n (β), where ψ n : BM W n → S † † is an algebra morphism defined by s i → a.
(ii) Let t 3 be the composite of
Proof. We first check that the R-algebra morphism ψ n : H n → S † † defined by s i → a indeed factorizes through BM W n , namely that ψ n (R 1 ) = 0, by direct calculation. Then t † † n (x) = a n ψ n (x) clearly defines a trace for every n, and we need to check the Markov property, namely that t † † n+1 (xs ±1 n ) = t † † n (x) for all x ∈ BM W n . This holds because t † † 
x). This proves (i). Note that t † †
x − a, we get ∆ = 2 x 2 (2a − x)(a − x) whence the conclusion of (ii).
We will show below (see corollary 6.12) that part (ii) actually holds true for every n, provided that x + 2a is also assumed to be invertible.
We note that, when specialized to a field, x = a, y = 1, a 2 = 1 imply x ∈ {−1, 1}, hence {b, c} = {−j, −j 2 } with j = exp( In these four cases, we have a = ±bc, and a possible additional trace on BM W n cannot factorize through BM W ± n , as is immediately checked on the 12-terms relation (note that, by substracting a linear combination of the two ordinary traces, we can assume in the first two cases that this trace satisfies t 3 (1) = t 3 (s 1 ) = 0, t 3 (s 1 s 2 ) = 1, while in the latter cases we can assume t 3 (1) = 1, t 3 (s 1 ) = t 3 (s 1 s 2 ) = 0).
A central extension of BM W
6.1. Definition. We define an algebra F n over A = Q[a, x, x −1 ]/(a 2 = 1) by generators s 1 , . . . , s n−1 , e 1 , . . . , e n−1 , C and relations
Lettingδ = 2 − ax, we have e 2 i =δx −1 e i . Immediate consequences of these relations are s
Note that, in the specializations x = a and x = 2a, we have C 2 = 0.
The following is easily checked Proposition 6.1.
(i) The S † † -algebra F n ⊗ A S † † is a quotient of H n ⊗ R S † † through s i → s i and A → S † † being given by x → b + c. This quotient factorizes through BM W † † n .
(ii) There is a surjective morphism of
Its kernel is the linear span of C. (iii) The automorphism and antiautomorphism of A-algebras of the group algebra AB n defined by s i → s
induce an automorphism and a antiautomorphism of F n . (iv) Every Markov trace (t n ) factorizing through F n is uniquely determined by t 3 (1), t 3 (s 1 ) and t 3 (s 1 s 2 ).
Proof. We start with (i). Only the fact that we have a factorization through BM W † † n requires a justification. According to proposition 4.3, it is sufficient to show that s 1 e 2 s 1 and s (ii) is easy, because the linear span of C is clearly a two-sided ideal of F n . (iii) is easily checked from the defining relations of F n . We now prove (iv). From the arguments of proposition 5.3 one easily gets that such a Markov trace is uniquely determined by t 3 together with the collection of the t n (C), since C = e n−1 s n e n−1 − e n−1 . Because Cs n = aC we get at n+1 (C) = t n (C), whence the Markov trace is uniquely determined by t 3 , and therefore by t 3 (1), t 3 (s 1 ) together with t 3 (s 1 s 2 ) by proposition 5.5.
Corollary 6.2. If (t n ) is a Markov trace factoring through F n , then the associated link invariant does not distinguish mirrors and does not detect non-invertible links.
Proof. This follows from the items (iii) and (iv) of the proposition : the mirror of the closed braidβ is the closure of the image of β under the automorphism s i → s −1 i , the mirror of the inverse is the closure of the image of β under the antiautomorphism s i → s
2 ), such a Markov trace coincides by (iv) with its composite with the (anti-)automorphisms defined in (iii), whence the conclusion. Proposition 6.3. If (t n ) is a Markov trace factoring through F n , then (i) ∀n ≥ 3 t n+1 (C) = at n (C) (ii) ∀n ≥ 2 t n+1 (C) = at n+1 (1) − ax −1 (δ + 2)t n (1) + 2aδx −2 t n−1 (1) (iii) For all n ≥ 1,
Proof. (i) is trivially deduced from s n C = aC and the Markov property. From C = e n−1 s n e n−1 − e n−1 we get t n+1 (C) = t n+1 (e 2 n−1 s n )−t 3 (e n−1 ) =δx −1 t n+1 (e n−1 s n )−t n+1 (e n−1 ) =δx −1 t n (e n−1 )− t n+1 (e n ) by the Markov property and because e n−1 and e n are conjugates. Expanding e i = (a/x)(s i +s −1 i )−a and using the Markov property again we get t n+1 (C) =δx −1 (2a/xt n−1 (1)− at n (1)) − (2a/xt n (1) − at n+1 (1)) = at n+1 (1) − ax −1 (δ + 2)t n (1) + 2aδx −2 t n−1 (1), namely (ii). By (i) we know t n+1 (C) = at n+2 (C) hence, by (ii), we get t n+1 (C) = at n+2 (C) = t n+2 (1) − x −1 (δ +2)t n+1 (1)+2δx −2 t n (1) hence, again by (ii), t n+2 (1)−x −1 (δ +2)t n+1 (1)+2δx −2 t n (1) = at n+1 (1) − ax −1 (δ + 2)t n (1) + 2aδx −2 t n−1 (1) hence
which proves (iii).
At this stage, C could well be 0. We now prove that this is not the case.
6.2.
A genuine extension of BM W ± n . Using the abelianization morphism B n Z we can define a 3-dimensional H n ⊗ R S † † -module by
It is easily checked that R 1 acts by 0 in this module, hence we get a 3-dimensional BM W † † nmodule. We get that e i = a((s i + s
while e i s i+1 e i − e i and e i s −1 i+1 e i − e i are both mapped to
This proves that this module induces a F n ⊗ A S † † -module, and therefore a F n ⊗ A S † † ± -module, which do not factorize through BM W ± n . It follows that BM W † † n and F n are genuine extensions of the Birman-Wenzl-Murakami algebra. We need to prove a similar result for the specializations appearing in the previous section. However, for one of them the above argument does not work, because it corresponds to a root of ab − b 2 − 1. Nevertheless, we know by proposition 4.2 (iii) that BM W † † n is finitely generated as a S † † -module. Because of this, the dimension of every specialization is at least the dimension of BM W † † n over the field of fractions of S † † (this classical fact follows for instance from Nakayama's lemma, by replacing S † † by its localization at the defining ideal of the specialization). This proves the following.
Proposition 6.4. For every morphism
Corollary 6.5. For every morphism λ :
Corollary 6.6. The A-module F n is free of rank
± is actually defined by a presentation with coefficients in A ± , and that the corresponding A ± -form is free of rank N by [18] . Therefore, as in proposition 6.1 (ii), we get a surjective A ± -morphisme F ± n A N ± by mapping C to 0. Letting s ± denote a section of this morphism, we get a surjective morphism
. Letting K ± denote the quotient field of A ± , it follows that u ± ⊗ A ± K ± is surjective. But proposition 6.4 implies that F ± n ⊗ A ± K ± has dimension 1 + N . Therefore the source and target of u ± ⊗ A ± K ± have the same dimension hence u ± ⊗ K ± is injective. Since the source of u ± is a free module this implies that u ± is injective and this proves the claim.
Corollary 6.7. The natural algebra morphism F n → F n+1 is injective.
Proof. As before, using the notations of the previous proof, it is equivalent to show that the natural maps F ± n → F ± n+1 are injective. This is true because the following diagram of horizontal short exact sequences is commutative, and because its two extremal vertical arrows are known to be injective.
The algebra F n as a specialization of BM W n . The goal of this section is to prove the following theorem.
We define S i = e i s i+1 e i −e i , S i = e i s −1 i+1 e i −e i ∈ H n ⊗ R S † † , and also
The two formulas below hold inside H 3 ⊗ S † † and can be checked computationally by using the morphism Φ H 3 , as we did for lemma 4.6 (these formulas were found by a similar procedure, too).
(6.9)
We now want to show that S 1 − S 2 also belongs to the ideal generated by R 1 . For this we need to work inside H 4 ⊗ S † † . Since the computations become quite complicated, we specialize at a = 1. There is no loss of generality in doing this, as we justify it now. The natural decomposition
n ⊕ H − n with projectors p + , p − given by the multiplication by (a − 1)/2 and (a + 1)/2. It is straightforward to check that the involutive automorphism E † of H n ⊗ R S † † induced byÊ and η (see the notations of proposition 4.9 and before) exchanges H + n and H − n , maps S i → −S i , R i → −R i and intertwines p + and p − up to a sign (that is:
Because of this, any expression of p + (S 1 − S 2 ) = (S 1 ) + − (S 2 ) + immediately yields an expression of p − (S 1 − S 2 ) and therefore of S 1 − S 2 .
We now use the fact that H 4 is a free R-module of rank 648 in order to do explicit computations. More precisely, the computations are made as follows. First of all, we build a basis of H 4 as follows. We consider the collection B 2 of 27 words in s i , s −1 i given in proposition 4.8 of [15] . They form a basis of H 4 as a H 3 -module. Together with the list of 24 words B 1 given by proposition 2.1 (ii), which induces a basis of H 3 , we get a collection B 3 = {g 1 g 2 ; (g 1 , g 2 ) ∈ B 1 × B 2 } of 24 × 27 = 648 words which induces a basis of H 4 . From this and the implicit rewriting rules of [15] we build an explicit regular representation H 4 → M at 648 (R) and therefore an injective map Φ H 4 :
, that we use in order to check equalities. Letting (S 1 ) ± = S ± , we let (S 2 ) ± = (s 1 s 2 )(S 1 ) ± (s 1 s 2 ) −1 . Inside H 4 ⊗ R R/(a − 1, y − 1) we find that 2(x + 2) 2 x 4 ((S 1 ) + − (S 2 ) + ) can be expressed as a sum of 161 terms obviously belonging to I 4 , see Figures 5, 6, 7. These terms were found as follows. For computational reasons (and the limited power of the computers we have at disposal) it is too difficult to compute the linear span of I 4 inside the field of fractions Q(x) or Q(b), so we need to circumvent this obstacle by computing inside specialisations in x. For some specific value of x we get a basis B 1 of the linear span of the image of I 4 inside Q 648 . The one we get is made of terms of the form gR 1 g where g, g are products of elements s i , s
(chosen inside the basis of H 4 mentionned above), or gR 2 g or g R 1 g or g R 2 g . The same elements form a basis of the specializations of H 4 for infinitely many values of x. We chose a number of values for which we got an expression of S 1 − S 2 as linear combination of the elements of B 1 . Assuming that these coefficients should be rational fractions in x whose denominators have low degree, we get these rational fractions by interpolation. We then check that the corresponding equality is correct by direct computation inside H 4 ⊗Q(x). It so happens that the choices we made in this process provide an expression of (x − 1)(x + 2) 2 (x 2 + x − 1)x 4 (S 1 − S 2 ). Recall that, in order to deal with the odd cases of the previous section, we need to specialize at x = 1. For this alone, we need to start again with this specialization, and we get this time, as a linear combinations of another basis B 2 , a polynomial expression of (x + 1)(x + 2) 2 x 4 (S 1 − S 2 ). By Bezout theorem both results combined provide an expression of 2(x + 2) 2 x 4 ((S 1 ) + − (S 2 ) + ) as a linear combination of B 1 ∪ B 2 , and this is the result that is expressed here (the cardinality of B 1 ∪ B 2 is 161).
Needless to say, one could have hoped to get a nicer expression. Unfortunately we failed to find one.
The x 4 factor in this expression prevents the specialization x = 0, which is to be expected. The x+2 factor prevents the specialization x = −2a, which was not expected, but is explained by the proposition below. This proposition implies that the morphism under consideration does not induce an isomorphism under this specialization, since the algebras BM W We will elaborate a bit more on the case x = −2a in section 6.8. For now, let π :
be the obvious projection. We need to find a section f such that f • π = Id, and for this it is enough to check that the natural projection f :
− and the Galois automorphism mapping a → −a, it is sufficient to check this for f + :
. It is clear that the relators associated to (i) − (iv) are mapped to 0. Now C = e 1 s 2 e 1 − e 1 is mapped to S 1 , and the relations 6.9, 6.10 and the fact that S 1 − S 2 ∈ I n (hence S i − S i+1 ∈ I n for all i) then imply, using conjugation by elements of the braid groups, that the relators associated to (x + 2)(x 7 + 4x 6 − x 5 − 12x 4 − 5x 3 + 9x 2 − 1)xR 1 + (−x 7 − 4x 6 + 8x 4 + 2x 3 − 8x 2 − 2x + 6)R 1 s . . . + (−x 7 − 4x 6 + 2x 5 + 10x 4 − x 3 + 15x + 14)xs (v) and (viii) are also mapped to 0. Since s 1 e 1 = e 1 s 1 = ae 1 it is clear that s 1 S 1 = S 1 s 1 = as 1 and this implies s i C − aC → 0, Cs i − aC → 0 for all i, which justifies that the 9th type of relator is also mapped to 0. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Corollary 6.12. Let (t n ) be a Markov trace on (BM W † † n ) with value in some S † † -module M , and t n its composite with
Proof. We know from proposition 5.11 (ii) that t 3 is a linear combination of t H 3 , t K 3 , t † † 3 . The statement is then a consequence of theorem 6.8 together with proposition 6.1 (iv). j e i hence the first part of (ii). The second part is similar. Now e i e j e i is equal to
hence e i e j e i = a ax x e i + 2 x C which proves (iii). In order to prove (iv), we use that, because of (iii), e i s j s i = (e i e j e i − Definition 6.14. We define a unital algebra T L n over A = Q[a, x, x −1 ]/(a 2 = 1) by generators e 1 , . . . , e n−1 , C and relations
We have a natural morphism T L n → F n of unital A-algebras. The next proposition shows that T L n can be identified with a subalgebra of F n , and is a genuine extension of the ordinary Temperley-Lieb algebra T L n defined as the quotient of T L n by the two-sided ideal generated by C. Proof. Let B the set of words in the e i 's that provides the usual basis of the Temperley-Lieb algebra, namely 'increasing products of increasing strings', see [9] p. 27. Their image inside
is a linearly independent subset of Kauffman's tangle algebra, see [18] . It follows that B {C} is linearly independent in T L n ⊗ A S † † . For, if such a linear combination b∈B λ b b + λ C C was 0, then its image inside BM W n ⊗ R S † † would also be 0. But this image is equal to the image of b∈B λ b b, which is zero only if λ b = 0 for all b ∈ B. But then λ C C is mapped to λ C C ∈ F n ⊗ A S † † , and we know that this is zero only if λ C = 0. The remaining assertions are then obvious.
We let A 1 = A/(x − a), and T L n (1) = T L n ⊗ A A 1 . Note that, inside T L n (1), we have e 2 i = ae i . We letē i denote the image of e i ∈ T L n under the natural projection T L n → T L n .
Proposition 6.16. There exists a family of traces t n : T L n (1) → A 1 satisfying t n (C) = −a n+1 , and
where N (ē i 1 . . .ē i k ) denotes the number of connected components of the diagrammatic closure ofē i 1 . . .ē i k ∈ T L n (see Figure 8) Proof. We fix n, and we prove that this formula indeed provides a trace on T L n (1). We first note that the formula t n (e i 1 . . . e i k ) = a k+n (N (ē i 1 . . .ē i k ) − k) provides a linear form on the free A 1 algebra on e 1 , . . . , e n−1 , and that it is indeed a trace on this algebra, because N (e i 1 . . . e i k ) is invariant under cyclic permutation of the e ir s as is easily seen, for instance by representing the vertices of the diagram on a circle. It is easily checked that the formula t n (C) = −a n+1 extends this trace to the sum of this algebra with the (non-unital) 1-dimensional algebra spanned by C, defined by C 2 = 0 and Ce i = e i C = aC for all i.
It then remains to check that the defining relations of T L n (1) as a quotient module are mapped to 0 under t n . Let x, y be words in the e i 's, and assume xe i y has length k. Then, by definition of t n , we have
hence the ideal generated by e 2 i − ae i is mapped to 0. Similarly, let i, j such that |j − i| = 1.
and this is equal to t n (x(e i + 2C)y) hence the ideal generated by e i e j e i − (e i + 2C) is mapped to 0. Assume now |j − i| ≥ 2. Sinceē iēj =ē jēi it is clear that t n vanishes on the ideal generated by the e i e j − e j e i . The conclusion follows.
, we havẽ δ = 0 whence e 2 i = Ce i = e i C = 0, e i e j e i = e i + C whenever |j − i| = 1.
Proposition 6.17. Let n ≥ 3 and u n , v n ∈ A 0 . There exists a trace on T L n (0) defined by t n (1) = v n , t n (C) = −u n , t n (e i ) = u n for all i ∈ [1, n − 1] and
Proof. Similar to the previous proof, only easier.
Note that such a trace is never symmetrizing, because t n ((e 1 − e 2 )x) = 0 for every x ∈ T L n (0).
We finally notice that the extension is not split in one of the two special cases we are interested in, therefore providing a non-zero Hochschild cohomology 2-class inside HH In that case, the splitting is given by the mapē
Moreover, this splitting is unique.
Proof. For the proof, we identify x, a with their value under ϕ, and T L n , T L n with their specialization. Letě i denote the image ofē i under such a splitting. We haveě i = e i + λ i C for some λ i ∈ k. For a given i, the relationě 2 i =δ xě i is equivalent to the equation
If λ i = 0 for some i, then, choosing j with |j − i| = 1 we get thatě iějěi = e iějěi is equal tǒ e i iff 2a + λ jδ 2 /x = 0, henceδ = 0 and λ j = −2ax/δ 2 . But then the equationě 2 j = (δ/x)ě j implies λ j x/δ = 0, a contradiction. Therefore λ i = 0 for every i. Ifδ = 0, that is x = 2a, for every i, j with |j − i| = 1 we haveě iějěi = e i e j e i = e i + C, therefore λ i = 1 = −x 2(a−x) , and the formula e i → e i + C is easily checked to provide a splitting in this case.
We can thus assumeδ = 0, and λ i = 0 for all i. Then ( * ) implies x = a and λ i = −x 2(a−x) . The fact that this formula provides a splitting is again checked by direct computation, and this proves the claim. 6.6. Splittings. In this section we show that our extension of the BMW-algebra is not split exactly in the two cases we are interested in. Proposition 6.19. Let k be a field of characteristic 0 and ϕ : S † † ± → k a morphism of Qalgebras. Then, for n ≥ 3, the natural short exact sequence 0
. and u = 2λa(a − x)x −2 . If this is the case, each one of the roots λ provides a splitting s i → s i + λC, and these are the only two possible splittings. In particular, if k is algebraically closed, then the short exact sequence splits iff ϕ((x − a)(x − 2a)) = 0, and it admits exactly one splitting iff ϕ(x + 2a) = 0.
Proof. In the proof we work inside the specializations, and identify x, a, . . . with their images under ϕ. Let us assume that there is a splitting, given by e i →ě i , s i →š i . This splitting provides a splitting of the extension of the Temperley-Lieb subalgebra, and therefore, by proposition 6.18, one needs to have x = a, andě i = e i − x 2(a−x) C. We haveš i = s i + λ i C for some λ i ∈ k. Moreover, the equation (s i − a)(s 2 i − xs i + 1) = 0 implies that s
Since this equation also holds forš i , we getš
From this we then get that the equationě i = a
We now consider the braid
i λ j C 3 and thereforeš išjši −š jšišj is equal to
Therefore, either λ i = λ j , orδ = 0 and one of the two values λ i or λ j is equal to λ 0 = −ax 2 /(2δ(a − x)). Since Q(λ 0 ) = x 4 /δ this is excluded hence λ i = λ j . This proves that λ i is independent of i, hence the splitting has the formš i = s i + λC with λ independent of i.
It then remains to prove that this formula, with λ a root of Q, provides a splitting. The relationš išj =š jši when |j − i| ≥ 2 is clear, and therefore the only two relations that remain to be checked areě iš ε jě i =ě i for |j − i| = 1 and ε ∈ {−1, 1}. For this we first check thať e i C = 0 by direct computation. Then,ě išjěi =ě i (s j + λC)ě i =ě i s jěi + λě i Cě i =ě i s jěi + 0 and, expandingě i = e i − x 2(a−x) C, we getě išjěi =ě i . The case ε = −1 is similar, and this concludes the proof.
Remark 6.20. In cohomological terms, the non splitting in the cases x = a and x = 2a provides a non-zero cohomology 2-class in the Hochschild cohomology of these specializations of the BMW algebras with values in the one-dimensional bimodule given by s i → a (which factorizes through BM W ± n in these cases). If x ∈ {a, 2a, −2a} and the sequence splits, necessarily in two different ways, then the two splittings afford to distinct BM W ± n -bimodule structures on k, namely s i C = Cs i = bC and s i C = Cs i = cC.
Remark 6.21. Another natural question is for which specializations ϕ : A → k (with k a field of characteristic 0) the natural morphism T L n ⊗ ϕ k → F n ⊗ ϕ k admits a retraction. A straightforward computation shows that this holds if and only if ϕ(x + 2a) = 0 and that, in this case, there is exactly one retraction. It is given by e i → e i , s i → −e i − a, s
6.7. A central extension of the (−1)-Hecke algebras. We introduce the two-sided ideal F + n of F n generated by e 1 , . . . , e n−1 , C, and we let F ++ n denote the ideal (F + n ) 2 . Inside F n /F ++ n we have e i = −C for all i, and thereforeδx −1 C = e i C = −C 2 = −2δ(a − x)C, that is δ x 2 aC = 0. We thus let F n denote the quotient of F n (0) = F n ⊗ A A 0 by the ideal
It is spanned over A 0 by elements E w , w ∈ S n , and C. Indeed, one can easily check the following formula, when we also denote s 1 , . . . , s i−1 the Coxeter generator of the symmetric group : if (s i w) = (w) + 1 then s i .E w = E s i w , otherwise s i .E w = −2a (w) C + 2aE w − E s i w ; moreover C 2 = 0 and C.E w = a (w) C. Actually, a similar algebra can be associated to every Coxeter system, as we show now.
Theorem 6.22. Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system, and k a field of characteristic = 2. The formulas
= aC for all s ∈ S, w ∈ W , define a representation of the Artin-Tits group B associated to (W, S) on the free module over k[a]/(a 2 −1) spanned by C and the E w , w ∈ W . When W is finite, the image of the group algebra of B inside this representation is a free module of rank 1 + |W |. In all cases, this image projects onto the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of (W, S) defined by the relation (s − a) 2 = 0 for all s ∈ S, with kernel the linear span ofC = −(s − a) 2 for an arbitrary choice of s ∈ S. When W admits a single conjugacy class of reflections, this algebra is the quotient of the group algebra of B by the relations (t − a)(s − a) 2 = (s − a) 2 (t − a) = 0 for all s, t ∈ S.
Proof. For every s ∈ S we introduce the endomorphism R s defined by R s (E w ) = E ws if (ws) = (w) + 1 = −2a (w) C + 2aE w − E ws otherwise and R s (C) = aC. We want to prove that the action of stst . . . . As in the classical proof for the usual Hecke algebras (see [2] , ex. 23 a) in ch. IV §2) we check that R s , R t commute with the actions of s and t by a straightforward computation, only using that the two conditions (swt) = (w) and (sw) = (wt), when met at the same time, imply sw = wt. From this and the obvious fact that stst . . . .E 1 we deduce that, writing any w as a reduced expression t i 1 . . . t ir , and letting R w = R t 1 . . . R tr , we get stst . . . .E w and this proves the first claim. LetH denote the image of the group algebra of B in this representation. By the same argument, we get that the morphism g → g.E 1 induces an injective module morphism betweenH and the linear span E of the E w and C. Letting E denote the quotient of E by the linear span of C, we get an action ofH on E which factorises through the regular representation of the usual Hecke algebra H of (W, S). Letting E w ∈ E denote the image of E w ∈ E, we get therefore a surjective map x → x.E 1 fromH onto a free module with basis the E w , w ∈ W . If W is finite, we deduce from this that the rank ofH is 1 + |W |. SinceH → E is injective we know that the kernel ofH → E is the linear span of C, and this kernel coincides with the kernel ofH → H by the faithfulness of the regular representation. If W is finite, we deduce from this that the rank ofH is 1 + |W |. We have (s − a).E 1 = E s − aE 1 and (s − a) 2 .E 1 = −2aC + 2aE s − E 1 − aE s − aE s + E 1 = −2aC. LettingC ∈H denote the action of −(s − a) 2 , we getC.E 1 = 2aC,C.C = 0 henceC 2 = 0. Also note that, sinceC.E 1 = −2aC does not depend on the choice of s ∈ S, the definition ofC does not depend on the choice of s either. Since (t − a).C = 0 for all t ∈ S we get (t − a)C.
Let nowĤ denote the quotient of the group algebra k[a]/(a 2 − 1)B of B by the relations (s − a) 2 (t − a) = (t − a)(s − a) 2 = 0 for all s, t ∈ S. We proved that the natural surjective morphism k[a]/(a 2 − 1)B →H factors throughĤ. For s ∈ S, letĈ s denote the image of −(s − a) 2 insideĤ. Since (t − a)Ĉ s =Ĉ s (t − a) = 0 we get tĈ s = aĈ s =Ĉ s t hence tĈ s t −1 =Ĉ s for all t ∈ S hence bĈ s b −1 =Ĉ s for all b ∈ B. If W has a single conjugacy class of reflections this implies thatĈ s does not depend of s ∈ S, because in that case all the elements of S are conjugated one to the other inside B, and bĈ s b −1 =Ĉ bsb −1 whenever bsb −1 ∈ S. Therefore we noteĈ =Ĉ s . By the above we know that its linear span is a two-sided ideal ofĈ, and it is clear that the composite mapĤ →H → H factors througĥ H/ Ĉ → H. ButĤ/ Ĉ is the quotient of k[a]/(a 2 − 1)B by the relations (s − a) 2 = 0 for all s ∈ S hence this map is an isomorphism. By the short five lemma this implies thatĤ →H is also an isomorphism.
Remark 6.23. These extensions of the (−1)-Hecke algebras are clearly non-split, and therefore they provide natural non-zero Hochschild 2-cohomology classes in the cohomology of these Hecke algebras with values in the trivial bimodule afforded by the obvious augmentation map.
Remark 6.24. When W has several classes of reflections, then the quotient of k[a] 2 /(a 2 −1)B by the relations (s − a) 2 (t − a) = (t − a)(s 2 − a) = 0 defines a larger algebra. This algebra projects onto the usual Hecke algebra and the kernel of the projection is a two-sided nilpotent ideal of rank the number r of conjugacy classes of reflections. The action of k[a]/(a 2 − 1)B on this algebra admits a similar description that we leave as an exercise to the reader.
When there is a single conjugacy class of reflections, one may wonder if we could reduce the number of relations by asking for e.g. (t − a)(s − a) 2 = 0 for all s, t ∈ S, but not for (s − a) 2 (t − a) = 0 for all s, t ∈ S. At least when (W, S) is of simply-laced type, the answer is positive, as we show now. Proposition 6.25. If (W, S) is an irreducible Coxeter system of simply-laced type and car.k = 2, then the algebraH(W, S) is the quotient of the group algebra of k[a]/(a 2 − 1)B by the relations (t − a)(s − a) 2 = 0 for s, t ∈ S. The corresponding ideal is also generated by the relations (s − a) 2 (t − a) = 0 for s, t ∈ S.
Proof. The statement can be reduced to the special case where W has type A 2 . If char.k = 0, by using
k ⊕ k and the fact thatH is in this case a quotient of the Hecke algebra a specialization of H 3 , we can compute the dimension of the ideal generated by these relations, and concludes in this way that the ideal coincides with the ideal generated by the relations (t − a)(s − a) 2 = (s − a) 2 (t − a) = 0 for a ∈ {−1, 1}. By this method one may actually get a explicit expressions over Q whose denominators are powers of 2, thus getting the conclusion for every field of characteristic = 2. We provide an alternative,à la Coxeter argument. We compute inside the quotient A of kB n by the relations (t − a)(s − a) 2 = 0 for all s, t ∈ S. Again for all s, t ∈ S, since (s − a) 3 = 0 we get s −1 = as 2 − 3s + 3a and therefore the identity s(t − a) 2 = a(t − a) 2 implies s −1 (t − a) 2 = (t − a) 2 . We assume that (W, S) has type A 2 and we let S = {s, t}.
The conclusion follows.
Remark 6.26. This statement might be true in general, when W has a single conjugacy class of reflections. We suspect however that it is not the case. Our reason for this is that, when W = I 2 (m) and m is even, we could similarly hope that the ideal generated by (t − a) 2 (s − a),(s − a) 2 (t − a),(s − a)(t − a) 2 ,(t − a)(s − a) 2 , for all s, t ∈ S is equal to the ideal generated by (t − a)(s − a) 2 ,(s − a)(t − a) 2 . Let us denote by I the latter ideal. When m = 4 we can find an algebraic proof of this, similar in spirit with the one we have for m = 3.
When analysed carefully, we see that this proof is based on the following properties. The property we have for m = 4 is then a consequence of the fact the right ideal of H generated by s − a and w 0 − 1, where w 0 is the longest element of w written as a word in S, is the kernel of the 1-dimensional representation s → a, s ∈ S. This is no more true for m ≥ 6 (m even) as can be checked by computer for small values of m, and in general by computing the image of these two elements into well-chosen 2-dimensional irreducible representations of H. Based on this, a counter-example could be expected already for m = 5, and could possibly be proved as follows. If the BMR freeness conjecture (see e.g. [16] ) holds true for the complex reflection group of Shephard-Todd type G 20 , then the quotient of the group algebra of the braid group by the relations (s − a) 3 = 0 is again finite dimensional (of dimenion 360) and therefore it should be computationally doable to compare the dimensions of the two ideals.
Thus F n = F n (0)/(A 0 F + n ) 2 is the extension of the theorem corresponding to W = S n . Notice that the natural map F n → F n+1 is into for all n ≥ 1. We now prove that there is indeed a Markov trace on F n factorizing through F n . Our proof is essentially an adaptation of Jones's proof of existence for the Ocneanu trace (see [8] theorem 5.1).
Theorem 6.27. There exists a unique family of traces t n : F n → A 0 satisfying t n+1 (xs ±1 n ) = t n (x) for all x ∈ F n−1 and t 2 (C) = 1.
Proof. Because t n+1 (C) = at n+1 (Cs n ) and C ∈ F n−1 , the condition t 2 (C) = 1 implies t n (C) = a n for all n ≥ 2. We recall that every element of S n+1 admits a reduced expression of the form wy k with w a reduced expression of some element in S n and y k = s n s n−1 . . . s k with 1 ≤ k ≤ n + 1, with the convention y n+1 = 1. We assume that t n is uniquely defined with a trace satisfying the Markov property, and we show from this that t n+1 is also uniquely defined. We letŷ k = s n−1 . . . s k for 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
First of all, we note that 1 = i ) + aC, hence the Markov property imposes that, for all x ∈ F n , we have t n+1 (x) = at n (x) + at n (xC) = at n (x) + a 1+ (w)+n if x is given by the reduced expression w. Now F n+1 = F n ⊕ k<n+1 F n y k . Therefore, t n+1 is uniquely defined by its value on F n , that we already defined, and on the F n y k for k < n+1. But the Markov property imposes t n+1 ([w]y k ) = t n+1 ([w]s nŷk ) = t n ([w]ŷ k ), so we take this as a definition.
We need to prove that t n+1 is a trace and that is satisfies the Markov condition. We start by the latter property, and actually we prove first that t n+1 (xs ±1 n y) = t n (xy) for all x, y ∈ F n . First of all we note that t n+1 (xs nŷk ) = t n (xŷ k ) for all x ∈ F n , since it holds for x = C as well as all the x = [w] for w a reduced expression in S n . We can then restrict ourselves to proving that t n+1 (xs n y) = t n (xy) for all y of the form [w]ŷ k for w a reduced expression in S n−1 and 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Then t n+1 (xs n y) = t n+1 (xs n [w]ŷ k ) = t n+1 (x[w]s nŷk ) = t n+1 (x[w]y k ) = t n (x[w]ŷ k ) = t n (xy). We now prove that t n+1 (xs −1 n y) = t n (xy) under the same assumptions on x, y. We can assume x = [w] and y = [m] for w, m reduced expression. We then notice that s −1 n = 2a + 2e n −s n = 2a−2C−s n and therefore t n+1 (xs −1 n y) = 2at n+1 (xy)−2a (w)+ (m)+n −t n+1 (xs n y) = 2at n+1 (xy) − 2a (w)+ (m)+n − t n+1 (xs n y) = 2t n (xy) + 2a n+ (w)+ (m) − 2a (w)+ (m)+n − t n (xy) = t n (xy).
We now prove that t n+1 is a trace. We need to prove t n+1 (s i x) = t n+1 (xs i ) for all i ≤ n. We first assume i < n. If x ∈ F n this is an immediate consequence of the relation between t n+1 (x) and t n (x). If not, we can assume x = [w]s nŷk . Then t n+1 (s i x) = t n+1 (s i [w]s nŷk ) = t n (s i [w]ŷ k ) by the Markov property. Since t n is a trace this is equal to t n (s i [w]ŷ k ) = t n ([w]ŷ k s i ) = t n+1 ([w]s nŷk s i ) = t n+1 (xs i ).
We now let i = n. If x ∈ F n this is a consequence of the Markov property : t n+1 (s n x) = t n (x) = t n+1 (xs n ). If not, we can assume x = us n v with u, v ∈ F n . Then t n+1 (s n x) = t n+1 (s n us n v).
• If u, v ∈ F n−1 this is equal to t n+1 (s n uvs n ) = t n+1 (us n vs n ) = t n+1 (xs n ).
• If u ∈ F n−1 and v ∈ F n−1 this is equal to t n+1 (us 2 n v) = −2at n+1 (uCv) − t n+1 (uv) + 2at n+1 (us n v) since s 2 n = −2aC − 1 + 2as n , and therefore to −2a ) by the Markov property, whence t n+1 (s n us n v) = t n+1 (us n vs n ) and the conclusion. i − 1) = 0. We specialize H 4 accordingly, and let U ± , V ± denote the kernels of its projection onto B ± 4 and BM W ± 4 , respectively. We denote I ± n = Ker(B ± n BM W ± n ) and we identify I ± 4 with the vector space U ± /V ± . By proposition 6.11 we know that they have dimension 115 − 105 = 10. As we noticed in the proof of proposition 5.10, we have natural morphisms B ± n QS n .
We let C ± i denote the image of S i inside B ± n . We have (C ± i ) 2 = 6aC
. dim B ± n = 115. The quotient F ± n of B ± n by the ideal generated by C ± 1 − C ± 2 is F n ⊗ A/(a ∓ 1, x + 2a). We have B ± n F ± n BM W ± n , and B 3 F 3 . Recall from proposition 6.19 that the morphism F ± n → BM W ± n admits exactly one splitting, given by s i → s i − (a/3)C. By explicit computations inside U ± /V ± , we get the following.
(i) The bimodule action of H 4 on I , by lemma 6.13 (iii) we know that the C ± i 's belong to the subalgebra generated by the e i 's. Therefore, the extension B ± 4 of BM W ± 4 is basically determined by the induced extension of the Temperley-Lieb subalgebra of BM W ± n , at least when n = 4. We suspect it is the case in general. (iv) As an algebra, using known algorithms used by GAP4, we check that I ± 4 can be split into a direct sum of two unital Q-algebras, one of them being 1-dimensional, the other one being 9-dimensional. We check that the latter is central and simple, but not a division ring. Therefore, we have I ± 4 Q ⊕ M at 3 (Q) as a Q-algebra.
One problem we face to extend these properties further is that we need to know whether C ± 3 and C ± 1 do commute (or to what extent they do not). This should be doable by computing inside H 5 , which is still finite-dimensional. However its dimension (155520) is a lot larger than the dimension of H 4 , and there is no software capable of dealing with it yet.
These computations are however sufficient to guess a plausible conjecture. For n ≥ 3, let T L ± n denote the quotient of the group algebra QS n of the symmetric group by the ideal J ± n generated by T = s 1 s 2 s 1 + as 1 s 2 + as 2 s 1 + s 1 + s 2 + a with a = ±1. It is a specialization of the Temperley-Lieb algebra, and has dimension the Catalan number Cat n . Now recall from the proof of proposition 5.10 that we have a surjective morphism B ±
